CLOSE THE GAP

PLAY READY AND BE PREPARED

- Focus quickly on your next shot, in the fairway or on the green. Prepare while others are hitting or putting.
- Use a reasonable pre-shot routine — one practice swing, commit, set up, and hit.
- Anticipate! Take three clubs to your ball — the one you think is for the correct yardage, one longer and one shorter. As you approach the green, take your putter as well.

MANAGE YOUR CART

- Drop your cart mate at her ball and drive to your ball OR leave the cart, take a few clubs and walk to your ball.
- DON'T WAIT to be driven or picked up.
- Return your clubs to your bag when you reach your next stop.
- Park your cart in back of the green on the way to the next hole.
- Mark the scorecard after you have moved to the next tee box.
- Cart path only — plan club selections so that you don't need to return to the cart before taking your shot.

BE AWARE

- Follow the flight of each other's shots.
- Take a provisional shot when your ball might be lost.
- Pick up when you are out of a hole (4-ball or match play).
- Use caddies efficiently. Each consultation with a caddie or partner takes time. Be mindful and consult only as needed.
- Help others with course layout, yardage, raking traps, fixing divots and ball marks, picking up clubs and the flagstick.
- Keep up with the foursome in front of you.

Good pace of play is a shared responsibility and increases everyone's enjoyment of the game.